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Other ways to say rules

NOUN
reglas rules, regulations, ruling
normas standards, rules, norms, regulations, guidelines
gobierna governs, rules

How to use reglas

Your rules, my backing, no red
tape.

Tus reglas, mi apoyo, sin cinta roja.

Bing

Spanish

Reglas

English

rules
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tape.
Thanks for bending the rules. Gracias por ser flexible con las

reglas.
But with my rules, you go for
everything.

Pero con mis reglas, vas por todo.

They must be told to respect the
rules!

Tienen que respetar las reglas.

You got your rules, we got ours. Tú tienes tus reglas, nosotros las
nuestras.

These examples are automatically generated using a variety of web resources and cannot be guaranteed
as exact or without the inclusion of incorrect or inappropriate language.
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Spanish Grammar - Rocket Languages
https://www.rocketlanguages.com/spanish/grammar
Our free Spanish grammar lessons make learning Spanish grammar rules a breeze.
Whether you are a Spanish language beginner or honing your advanced skills, we can
help you master the basics and the finer points in no time.
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https://www.123teachme.com/spanish_word_for/rule
Both a rule on liability and a satisfactory rule on labelling are a long way off. Tanto una
norma sobre responsabilidad como una norma sobre etiquetado satisfactoria todavía
quedan muy lejos. There is no rule of law in Belarus, only â€¦
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https://www.123teachme.com/spanish_word_for/rules
Spanish word for rules, including example sentences in both English and Spanish.
Learn how to say rules in Spanish with audio of a native Spanish speaker.

Rule in Spanish | Translate English to Spanish | Spanish ...
www.spanishcentral.com/translate/rule
What made you want to look up rule? Please tell us where you read or heard it (including
the quote, if possible).

Follow the rules in Spanish | English to Spanish ...
www.spanishdict.com/translate/follow the rules
Around age 3, children start learning to follow the rules. A los tres años
aproximadamente, los niños empiezan a aprender cómo seguir las reglas.

Basic Rules of Spanish Grammar Flashcards | Quizlet
https://quizlet.com/5266372/basic-rules-of-spanish-grammar-flash-cards
When is a dipthong formed in Spanish? When a soft vowel immediately precedes or
follows a hard vowel or another soft vowel. Think of hard vowels as bullies and soft â€¦

Spanish Grammar Rules - YourDictionary
spanish.yourdictionary.com/.../spanish-grammar-rules.html
Spanish speakers are very descriptive and thus, it is important to be familiar with the
correct use of adjectives in Spanish. There are two key rules that you must remember:
â€¦

Class Rules in Spanish - Rhyme, Activity and Printables ...
https://www.spanishplayground.net/class-rules-spanish-rhyme...
Class rules in Spanish for preschoolers. A rhyme and printable activity to teach children
basic classroom rules. 2 printable versions of the rhyme.

Spanish Grammar | Learn all topics and rules about
Spanish ...
www.spanishlanguageguide.com/grammar
Spanish Grammar is very similar to most of the romance languages; but many students
say that the conjugations, the use of the verb to be, and the use of verbal periphrases are
very difficult to learn.
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spanish classroom rules Study Sets and Flashcards |
Quizlet
https://quizlet.com/subject/spanish-classroom-rules
Quizlet provides spanish classroom rules activities, flashcards and games. Start
learning today for free!
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How do you say help in Spanish?
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How to translate a word document from English to Spanish?
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